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CON/NO115: Lay and fix tiles both horizontally and vertically on wall and floor  

Q1 Ensure prior to laying the tiles 

a- Working sketch  

b- Area  

c- Colors 

d- Size                                                

Q2 (a) Which type of tiles are used for room flooring?    

a- Checkered        

b- Glazed  

c- Terrazzo 

d- All                      

Q2 (b) Which method is used for leveling for tile fixing 

a- Button marks  

b- Level pads  

c- Slop in pee 

d- All 

 Q3  Which one is not from basic quality of workplace  ? 

a- Compactness 

b- Smooth surface  

c- Surface plane  

d- Square or right angle  

 

Q4 To fixed the tiles are, used correct method - 

a- Slurry  

b- Water of pond  

c- Finial  

d- Doctor fixed liquid  

Q5 For how much time ,tiles should be under the water before fixed - 

a- Half hour  

b- 12 hour   

c- 24 hour  

d- 48 hour  
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Q6 Which one is not a right  type of floor according to the different kind of tiles - 

a- Masonry plastered surface  

b- Reinforced concrete surface  

c- Clay surface  

d- High precision concrete block     

 

Q7 Quality of a good tiles is - 

a- Good color  

b- Good design 

c- Price 

d- Good color ,shape and shade   

Q8 What is necessary check point  for prevent color change in tiles ? 

a- Shade 

b- Color code 

c- Shining 

d- Batch number 

Q9 How to store the various types of tiles ? 

a- Store under the cover  

b- Store in stacking  

c- Always under the water 

d- Store in sunshine 

Q10 What is necessary check point before using the tiles ? 

a- Shade 

b- Check crack point 

c- Size 

d- All  

Q11 Using tiles should be - 

a- Clean 

b- Dirty 

c- Colored 

d- Weighted 

 

 

Q12(a) Which types of tools are not used to cut the tiles  ? 

a- Measuring tape 
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b- Cutter machine  

c- Marking choke 

d- Chisel  

Q12(b) Which tools are used for prepareing the corner of tiles ? 

a- Hammer 

b- Chisel 

c- Cutter 

d- Trowel  

Q13 What should we do even when facing the problem of preparing the cone of tiles ? 

a- Change of tiles  

b- Scratch of tiles  

c- Avoid the old space  

d- Cutting of tiles   

Q14 

 

Q15 What is the starting point to fixed the tiles ? 

a- From door 

b- From first corner 

c- From center  

d- From anywhere 

Q16 According to the requirement of tiles which materials are not necessary to prepared  ? 

a- Cement and lime slurry  

b- Bid mortar  

c- Cement slurry 

d- Cement paste 

Q17 Which marks are available on tiles box for fixing process  ? 

a- Sun mark 

b- T-mark 

c- Arrow mark 

d- Right mark 

 

Q18 Batch number of all tiles should be - 

a- Different  

b- Same 

c- Series wise  
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d- According to the surface  

 

Q19 What should be the thickness of mortar for fixing the tiles ? 

a- 150 mm 

b- 100 mm 

c- 75 mm 

d- 40 mm 

 

Q20 Which mixture is paste on the floor before fixing the tiles ? 

a- Cement mortar  

b- Mastic  

c- Seal powder  

d- Cement slurry 

Q21 What is right way of tiles pointing ? 

a- By cement paste 

b- By mortar 

c- By concrete 

d- BY dry cement  

Q22(a) Which equipment are used for fixing the tiles ? 

a- Hammer 

b- Trowel  

c- Brick hammer 

d- Wooden hammer  

 

Q22(b) What is the used of wooden hammer in fixing the tiles ? 

a- Check for hollowness 

b- Check for joint  

c- Making for hollowness 

d- Peaces for tiles  

Q23 Which equipment are used to prevent the disadvantage  ? 

a- Hammer 

b- Chisel 

c- Spacers 

d- Grinder  

Q24 What is the necessary point for remembering before and after fixing the tiles  ? 
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a- Use of water  

b- Compacts the tiles  

c- Avoid the last work 

d- Protect the tiles from damage  

 

Q25 According to the requirement which equipment  is used in the joint of tiles cones  ? 

a- Spacers 

b- Strip 

c- Cement paste  

d- Mastic  

Q26 What is slop range in tiles fixing work  ? 

a- 1 feet – 1 inch 

b- 10 feet – 1 inch  

c- 1 feet – 1mm 

d- 10 feet – 1mm 

e- None of these  

Q27 Which equipment are used for vertically level inspection  ? 

a- BY sprit level 

b- By try squire 

c- Plumb bob  

d- Compass 

Q28 Which process are used  for 90 degree cone ? 

a- 1-2-3 method 

b- 2-3-4 method 

c- 3-4-5 method 

d- 4-5-6 method 

 

 

 

CON/NO116 Apply grouts and sealants for flooring and cladding work  

 

Q1 What is drying in tiles work ? 

a- Work according picture 

b- Work according modal  

c- Work according area  
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d- Work according sketch  

 

Q2 Why are nessessasary of curing in tilling work 

      a- for joint strength 

      b-for tile strength 

      c-for crusing strength 

     d-none of these 

Q3 Joint of tiles should be ……………….. 

a- Free from damp 

b- Free from slurry 

c- Free from both (damp and slurry) 

d- Free from debris  

Q4 For grouting the old surface into new surface …………… 

a- Cut the stone and increase the joint  

b- Lap the cement on joint  

c- Remove debris of joint  

d- Nothing from above all 

Q5 What are different type of grouts are used in tilling work ? 

     a-cement based grouts 

     b-eroxy grouts 

     c-caulking grouts  

    d-none of these  

 

Q6 Grouting is done with ……………… 

a- Cement or sand  

b- Cement and aggregate  

c- Only with mastic  

d- With brick part 

Q7 (a)Name of grouting are – 

a- Sanded , non-sanded  

b- Cemented , non-cemented  

c- a  and b both  
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d- None of these  

Q7(b) Grouting are type of – 

a- One  

b- Two  

c- Three 

d- Four  

Q8 Main equipment for grouting is – 

a- Trowel  

b- Pointing trowel 

c- Steel floater 

d- Grout floats 

Q9 What is the name of liquid used in grouting – 

a- Doctor fixed 

b- Finial 

c- Polymeric  

d- All  

Q10 At the time of grouting , what level is matched – 

a- Size and level 

b- Joint to joint  

c- Color 

d- Color and shade  

Q11 

 

 

Q12 For remove the extra surface grout , which equipment is used   ? 

a- Grout flats edge  

b- Trowel  

c- Chisel and hammer 

d- None of these 

Q13What is grouting in construction? 

     a-filling of voids 

     b-sealing joints 

    c-conecting section of precast concrete 
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   d-All of above 

 

 

Q14 After the grouting which method use to clean the surface – 

a- Fray of grout  

b- Cutting of grout  

c- Keep the heat of grouting  

d- Make polish of grouting      

Q15 Water used in grouting should be from – 

a- Pond 

b- Gutter 

c- Portable  

d- Hot  

Q16 According to instruction which material mixed with cement grout ? 

a- Liquid finial  

b- Acrylics and latex mixture  

c- Oil  

d- Greece  

Q17 Tiles strip are used in- 

a- Peaces of corner  

b- Middle of tiles 

c- Starting of layer  

d- Designable tiles  

Q18 Which equipment are used  for check the horizontally level of surface ? 

a- Aluminum edge  

b- Try squire  

c- Water level pipe  

d- Sprit level 

 

 

 

CON/N8001 Work effectively in a team to deliver desired result at the workplace  

Q1 Information related to work taken from – 
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a- Junior  

b- Clearly  

c- Self 

d- Quickly  

Q2(a) If there are a different opinion of every team member then what should be do ? 

a- Stop the work and protest  

b- Inform to senior and wait for action  

c- Argument with team member  

d- Discuss with team member for solution  

Q2(b) Changes in work related information reported to – 

a- Supervisor and co-worker  

b- Only supervisor  

c- Only co-worker  

d- No anyone  

Q3 If any co-worker getting nervous then what should be do – 

a- Motivate him 

b- Inform to costumer about this  

c- Complaint in reporting office and continue on own job   

d- Work in a form of team  

Q4 A worker should be follow the order of – 

a- Costumer  

b- Co-worker  

c- Senior  

d- Interfacing team  

Q5 In any type of hazard situation what should be do at the workplace ? 

a- Only inform to senior  

b- Only inform to co-worker  

c- Go home quickly  

d- Inform to senior and co-worker both  

 

 

Q6 What would you like to do if there is any problem find out in your work ? 

a- Complete the work as soon as possible  

b- Go home quickly  

c- Inform senior and colleagues and take their help  

d- Avoid the mistake  
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Q7 Which one is the rules and responsibility of a worker ? 

a- Work alone  

b- Only do own work and ignore the work of other person  

c- Avoid the mistake of co-worker  

d- Hand over the required materials ,tools and equipment and work fronts to interfacing team  

Q8 How did the work with co-worker  

a- Divided the work and did himself  

b- Take rest after complete own work  

c- Find out the mistake in co-worker work  

d- Work in a team  

 

 

CON/N8002  Plan and organize work to meet expected outcome  

Q1 Which person are responsible for target and timeline ? 

a- Engineer 

b- Costumer 

c- Manager 

d- Supervisor  

Q2 Work plan prepared according to – 

a- As per time  

b- As per capacity of worker  

c- As per schedule and sequence  

d- As per weather  

Q3 For better result work is divided in – 

a- As per instruction of colleagues  

b- As per instruction of helper  

c- As per instruction of contractor  

d- As per instruction of supervisor  

Q4 cleanliness are necessary at the workplace because of – 

a- Work complete at time  

b- Work may be clean  

c- Work complete quickly  

d- All of these  

Q5  Instruct aim is maintain under the- 

a- List of jobs complete in anytime  
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b- List of jobs completed in last month  

c- List of jobs to be completed in a given timeline by senior  

d- List of jobs completed in previous year  

Q6  Selection of right equipment and tools are necessary because of – 

a- Work may be good and complete according the time 

b- Work done according to rules  

c- Feeling comfortable in work done 

d- All of above  

Q7 What are the allocated resources ? 

 

 

Q8 Full form of E.H.S. is- 

a- Environment ,health and safety  

b- Elevation ,health and safety  

c- Electronic ,health and safety  

d- Eligible , health and safety  

Q9  Necessary debris maintain under the – 

a- In depth  

b- In the box 

c- In the store room  

d- Any where 

Q10 For minimize to losses , how can be use the available resources ? 

a- Calculate quantities of material required as per drawing  

b- Take small number of material and waste the time  

c- Take as much material as you cannot carry  

d- None of these  

CON/N9001 Work according to personal health ,safety and environment protocol at construction site  

Q1(a) Standard criteria for using a safety belt is – 

a- Above 1.8 meter  

b- Above 3 meter  

c- Above 2 feet  

d- Above 4 feet  

Q1(b)  Which one is not correct pair – 

a- White – Engineer  

b- Red – Electrician 
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c- Green – Supervisor  

d- Yellow –  Labor  

Q2 What should be do when you are in a assembly point  

a- Leave the site without informing senior  

b- Re-enter the site and continue work  

c- Join emergency recue team and help them  

d- Do not re-enter the site until instruction given  

Q3 For security purpose , any kind of hazard information may be report to whom person 

a- Safety officer  

b- Senior  

c- Colleagues  

d- All  

Q4 Electrical fire should not be extinguish by – 

a- Sand  

b- Foam  

c- CO2    

d- Water  

Q5  

Q6 In case of any worker injured at construction site then what should be do ? 

a- Report to senior  

b- Call the ambulance  

c- Give first aid  

d- Report to the safety officer  

 

Q7 What is the right process for remove the debris from construction site is  

a- Anywhere at site  

b- In the river  

c- Land fill  

d- Outside of site  

Q8 Process to store hazard materials at construction site is  

a- On the workplace  

b- Afar from the store  

c- Anywhere at site  

d- None of these  

Q9 Full form of E.H.S. is – 
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a- Emergency ,health and safety  

b- Electronic ,health and safety  

c- Extra health safety  

d- Environment and health safety         

 

 Question Bank for Mason Tiling [CON/Q0104] for VIVA 

 

 

CON/N0115  Lay and fix tiles both horizontally and vertically on wall and floor  

Q1 (a) What are you observe before laying the tiles ? 

(b) Which tools are used for tiling work ? 

(c) What is sketch ? 

(d) Read the measurement tape . 

Q2 (a)  Tell the different types of tiles . 

(b) What is button mark ? 

(c) Which one is chequred  tiles in these tiles ? 

(d) Glazed tiles are used for which place ? 

Q3  (a) Use the try squire . 

(b) How many slope in 1 meter tiles area ? 

(c)  What are you check in surface  before laying the tiles ? 

Q 4(a) Why  wet  the surface in water before laying ? 

(b)  What are you do for better pasting of tiles ? 

Q5 (a)  Up to how much time tiles are wet before laying ? 

(b) Why tiles are soaked with water ? 

(c)  What will be the quality of water to soak the tiles  

Q6 (a)  How many types of layer used for fixing the tiles ? 

(b) Which types of tiles used on plaster surface ? 

(c )What is the method for fixing tiles on concrete layer ? 

Q7 (a)  How will you check the quality of tiles ? 
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(b)  Check the squire of tiles . 

(c) What is made in tile for better adhesiveness ?   

Q 8 (a) Why is it the batch number in tiles ? 

(b) What is importance of shade in tiles ? 

(c) How do you match the tiles ? 

Q9 (a) What is the protective layer on tiles ? 

(b) Why is made the protective layer on tiles ? 

(c) How will you keep the tiles with protective method ? 

Q10(a) How will you check the damage part of tiles ? 

(b) Why check the crack and damage part in tiles before laying the tiles ? 

(c) What are the loss from laying the cracks tiles ? 

Q11 (a) Why clean the tiles before the laying ? 

(b) What is the losses from fix without clean tiles ? 

Q12(a) How made the mark for cut the tiles ? 

(b) What are the name of tools for cut the tiles ? 

(c) Which tools are used for making the corner of tiles ? 

Q13 (a) Cut the tiles for match the design . 

(b) How will you face difficulties in corner of tiles ? 

(c) In which circumstances you need to rub the corner of tiles ? 

Q14 (a) How will you minimize the wastage of tiles ? 

(b) What will you do with cracks tiles ? 

Q15(a) From which point you will start tiles laying process ? 

(b) What is the importance of centre point on surface ? 

(c) What will be position of body at the time of laying the tiles ? 

Q16 (a) Which material are use to mix with surface pasted mortar ? 

(b) What is the difference between cement slurry and cement paste ? 
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(c) What are the process of cement mortar mixing for tiling  

Q17 (a) Why is it the arrow mark on tiles box ? 

(b) What will you see the mark for make the series of laying the tiles ? 

(c) Identify the arrow mark on the tiles box . 

Q18(a) What is Batch Number ? 

(b) Why is it the Batch NO. on tiles ? 

(c) What will you see for matching the tiles ? 

Q19 (a) What is the process of base for laying the tiles ?  

(b) How should be thickness of base for laying the tiles ? 

(c) What materials are use to  making the base before  laying the tiles  ? 

Q20 (a) What are the basic tools for laying the tiles ? 

(b) What is the ratio of cement mortar ? 

(c) What is the use of mastic in laying the tiles ? 

Q21 (a) What is the process of pointing ? 

(b) Tell the name of pointing tools . 

Q22(a) Which tools are use to strike the tiles ?  

(b) What is the use of wooden hammer in tiles laying  ? 

(c) How will you check the hollowness of tiles ? 

Q23 (a) How would you minimize the mistake at the time of laying the tiles ?  

(b) Where we use spacer in tiling work ? 

(c) Why we use the spacer in tiling work ? 

Q24 (a) How to protect from damage during the tiling work ? 

(b) How protect bedding tile from weather ? 

(c) Why it is necessary  to clean the surface after finishing  tiling  ? 

Q25 (a) Why we use trim / strip ? 

(b) What are trim/strip ? 
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(c)What are fix in the joint of corner ? 

(d) What is the process of fixing the trim/strip ? 

Q26 (a) What are the name of slope checking tools in tiling work ? 

(b) Check the level in tiling work ? 

(c) What is the use of sprit level ? 

Q27 (a) Do the level of vertical surface . 

(b) Do the level of horizontal surface . 

(c) What is the use of straightedge in leveling work ? 

Q28 (a)  What is 3-4-5 method ? 

(b) How to check of squire ? 

(c) How will you make the angle of 90° . 

 

 

CON/N0116  Apply grout and sealant for flooring and cladding works  

Q1(a) read the map  

(b) What is drawing ? 

(c) How many centimeter in 1 meter ? 

Q2 (a) identification of granite tile . 

(b) Why the curing before grouting ? 

Q3 (a) How should be the joint of tile for grouting ? 

(b) Why should the tiles joint dust free for grouting ? 

(c) What is the process of cleaning the joint of tiles ? 

Q4 (a) What will you do to fill the old grout ? 

(b) What are the name of tools to fill the grout ? 

(c) Which is the process of cleaning old grout ? 

Q5(a) What is the method to preparing the grout ? 
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(b) How many types of grout ? 

(c) What is the ratio of grout ? 

Q6(a) What should be color of grout ? 

(b) How to ready the grout as per the grout’s shade ? 

(c) How many types of grouting ? 

Q7 (a) What is the sanded grout ? 

(b) What is the un sanded grout ? 

(c) Which method are use to prepare the grouting mixture  ? 

Q8(a) At which place you will fill the grout ? 

(b) What will you fill between the joint of marble and tile ? 

(c) What is the ratio to fill the grout in marble joint ? 

Q9(a) Which tools are used to fill the grout ? 

(b) What should be body position at the time of grout filing ? 

Q10(a) What is the main tool to fill the grout ? 

(b) What is the grout float edge ? 

(c) What is the tool to save grout line from screech ? 

Q11 (a) What is the appropriate amount of grouting ? 

(b) Where are you fill the sealant ? 

(c) Where are you fill the grout ? 

(d) What is the difference  between grout and sealant   ? 

Q12 (a) How will remove the extra grout from surface ? 

(b) Why are you save grout from dust ? 

Q13 (a) What will you do prior to sealant fixing ? 

(b) What is the method for curing of grout ? 

Q14 (a) Why are you apply polish on grouting work ? 

(b) What you do for better smooth joint ? 
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(c) After how much time you should polish on grout work  ? 

Q15 (a) What material are mixed  in grout mixture other than  water ? 

(b) What is the method to mix the water in grouting cement ? 

Q16 (a) What is the process to save tiles and marble from hazard ? 

(b) Which are the natural marble ? 

(c) Which are the article to save of light color natural stone ? 

Q17 (a) What is the protective layer ? 

(b) Why apply the protective layer in the corner of bedding tiles ? 

Q18  How make the slope of grouting work ? 

Q19 Do the check vertical and horizontal alignment using appropriate tools ? 

 

CON/N8001 Work effectively in a team to deliver desired result at the workplace .  

Q1(a) Which work related  information provided to team member ? 

(b) Who give the work related information to the member of the team ?  

Q2 (a) What changes come in work process ?  

(b) To which person ,you will give the work change related information ? 

(c) What should do when be changes in work ? 

Q3 (a) What are the difficulties in the work ? 

(b) To which person,  you inform first about the difficulties of work ?  

(c) What is the work of supervisor ? 

Q4 (a) Who give you instruction according to work ? 

(b) How should the follow of order ? 

(c) A worker should be follow the instruction of which person ? 

Q5 (a) Which should the inform first , when you see hazard on the construction site ? 

(b) Which type of talk you should   do with colleagues during the work ?  

(c) What is appropriate technique and method of working ? 
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Q6 (a) What should do ,if there is a mistake in the work ? 

(b) What should you for better understand of any work ? 

(c) A worker should do the work , according to which person advice ? 

Q7 (a) What are the bad effect of not providing material to the  colleagues at the perfect  time ?   

(b)  What should you do when your work is completed  under the timeline ? 

(c) What are the responsibilities of a good worker ? 

Q8 (a) Which type of behavior  you act  with your co-worker ? 

(b) How could you help of your co-worker ? 

 

CON/N8002 Plan and organize work to meet expected outcome  

Q1(a) Who prepare the timeline of work ? 

(b) What is the method to understand to given target ? 

(c) What is the timeline according to work ? 

Q 2 (a) How are you prepare  the work plan ?  

(b) What is the work schedule ? 

Q3 (a) What are the guideline for good work ?  

(b) Guideline is provided to which person ? 

Q4 (a) Why does clean the workplace before and after the work ? 

(b) What are the bad outcome of not keeping the workplace clean ? 

(c) What are the things to keep in mind during the housekeeping process ? 

Q5 (a)  What should be necessary resources  we have before starting the work ? 

(b) How prepare  the list of necessary resources ? 

Q6 (a) What are the bad result of wrong selection of equipment ? 

(b) Which types of tools and equipment  should be ? 

(c) What should do to keep of tools ? 

Q7 What is the allocated resources ? 
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Q8 What is manpower ? 

Q9 (a) What you do to avoid from unnecessary wastage ? 

(b) What is the method to use of resources ? 

Q10  How could you keep the tools safely ? 

Q11 What should do when material are short ? 

 

 

CON/N9001 Work according to personal health , safety and environment protocol at construction site . 

Q1 (a) What should do in protection of site ? 

(b) What should do if there is any hazard at construction site ? 

Q2 (a) What should do first in case of fire at the construction site ? 

(b)  Accident related information  provided to which person first  ? 

Q3 (a) What is the method to store the hazardous chemical ? 

(b) How will you protect from hazardous material ? 

(c) What are the various method of environment protection ? 

Q4 (a) What will you do for safety awareness precaution ? 

(b) What is tools box talk ? 

(c) Why safety demonstration is necessary ? 

Q5 How do you identify the unsafe situation ? 

Q6 (a) What is P.P.E. ? 

(b) Identify the safety belt and wear it . 

(c) Which safety is necessary in tiles work ? 

Q7 What should do to handle all required tools  , material and equipment safely ? 

Q8 (a) How will you clean the debris , injurious  and dangerous  things safely ?  

(b) What is full form of E.H.S. ? 

Q9 (a) Which person is responsible for allotment store materials ?  
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(b) Identify the all safety equipment and wear it ? 

Q10 (a) What  you do for makes a safe environment at construction site ? 

(b) What is the work of E.H.S. department ? 

 Q11 (a) How are you finished the debris material ?  

(b) What should of dangerous debris  ? 

(c) Why housekeeping is necessary ? 

Q12 (a) What is ergonomics ? 

(b) Make a practical process of cleanliness according to work ? 

 Question Bank for Mason Tiling [CON/Q0104] for Practical 

 

 

CON/N0115  Lay and fix tiles both horizontally and vertically on wall and floor  

Q1 Carry out preparation work prior to fixing of tiles as earth work , brick aggregate ,PCC level . 

Q2 How will lay and fixed tiles on vertically surface of wall ? 

Q3 How will lay and fix tiles on floor and cutting the tiles as per design ? 

Q4 Laying stone in area of 6*6 . 

 

 

CON/N0116  Apply grout and sealants for flooring and cladding work  

Q1 Carry out for repertory work for grouting of tiles , stone , marble and granite work . 

Q2 Apply grout and sealant to seal the gap between the tiles , stone , marble and granite . 

 

CON/N8001 Work effectively in a team to deliver desired result at the workplace . 

CON/N8002 Plan and organize work to meet expected outcome . 

CON/N9001 Work according to personal health , safety and environment protocol at construction site . 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        


